INFINITI CONNECTION.
A NETWORK OF SERVICES
SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATED TO ENHANCE YOUR LIFE AND WELL-BEING.
When your Infiniti’s technology not only serves your needs, but anticipates them, a perfect synergy arises between driver and vehicle. Infiniti Connection™ provides an exceptional range of services seamlessly integrated to provide security and reassurance, and conveniently link your business and personal life to your driving experience. It’s innovation for your comfort and confidence, and transforms the possibilities of a luxury vehicle.

CRAFTED FOR THE MOST DISCERNING, CONNECTED AND EFFICIENT LUXURY CAR OWNERS.

When your Infiniti’s technology not only serves your needs, but anticipates them, a perfect synergy arises between driver and vehicle. Infiniti Connection™ provides an exceptional range of services seamlessly integrated to provide security and reassurance, and conveniently link your business and personal life to your driving experience. It’s innovation for your comfort and confidence, and transforms the possibilities of a luxury vehicle.

IT’S TIME TO ACTIVATE YOUR SENSE OF WELL-BEING.

Complimentary with your first year of ownership are Infiniti Connection™ and Infiniti Connection Plus—sixteen features and services integrated with your Infiniti and your life to respond, engage and keep you fully connected. Each service is uniquely accessed depending on your needs. Some respond automatically, such as Automatic Collision Notification, which activates in the event of an emergency. Others, including Infiniti Personal Assistant™, respond to you via voice command. Services may even be accessed virtually, away from your vehicle, through an Infiniti Connection Web Portal or the mobile apps available this Fall. All are designed to connect your life and your vehicle in ways you’ll only find in an Infiniti.

1. Avoid operating Infiniti Connection™ and Infiniti Connection Plus services in a way that you are distracted while driving. Subscription Agreement required to enroll. Initial 12 months, beginning on your date of purchase, included complimentary. Subsequently, your credit card (if on file) will be charged at the then current subscription rate and your service will continue for 1-year periods under the terms of your Subscription Agreement, unless cancelled. Services require compatible 2G GSM/GPRS cellular network provided by independent cellular companies not within Infiniti’s control; 2G cellular network not available in all areas. It is with 3G/4G network coverage, signal strength may vary and may not be available at all times. Cellular technology is evolving, and changes to cellular networks may affect future service functionality. Ask your cellular network carrier for details on anticipated 2G network availability in your area and how this may affect your planned usage. Infiniti Personal Assistant™ is complimentary the first 48 months; paid subscription required thereafter. Communicates through a cellular network. Connection and signal strength may vary and be limited by location. Always give your full attention to driving. Avoid operating IPA in such a way that you can be distracted during vehicle operation. For additional information, please visit www.infinitipersonalassistant.com.

2. Never program while driving. GPS mapping may not be detailed in all areas or reflect current road regulations.

3. Infiniti Personal Assistant™ is complimentary the first 48 months; paid subscription required thereafter. Communicates through a cellular network. Connection and signal strength may vary and be limited by location. Always give your full attention to driving. Avoid operating IPA in such a way that you can be distracted during vehicle operation. For additional information, please visit www.infinitipersonalassistant.com.
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CRAFTED FOR THE MOST DISCERNING, CONNECTED AND EFFICIENT LUXURY CAR OWNERS.

AUTOMATIC COLLISION NOTIFICATION

Immediately responds to the event of an accident in which your vehicle’s air bags deploy.
- Instantly transmits a signal to a response center with vehicle information and location to assist first responders in locating you
- A live Response Specialist is on the line to communicate with you and notify the proper authorities
- If an emergency occurs in which the air bags haven’t deployed, simply press the SOS button in the overhead console to be immediately connected with a Response Specialist

YOUR SAFETY, YOUR SERVICE, YOUR SCHEDULE—SIMPLIFIED.

MY SCHEDULE—FEATURING GOOGLE CALENDAR™

Of course your Infiniti will take you to your appointments swiftly, comfortably and safely, but now it will help you organize them.
- Allows you to plan your engagements by providing in-vehicle access to your personal Google Calendar
- Provides an interface with the virtual Navigation System® for directions to your destinations
- Provides access to view your calendar on the screen or have your Infiniti read your appointments aloud

INFINITI CONNECTION VOICE MENU

A powerful hands-free system that allows you to engage several Infiniti Connection features, including:
- Roadside Assistance — for non-emergency incidents that require towing or third party response
- Destination Assistance — fast and download destination information through the Infiniti Connection Response Center
- Valet Alert, which automatically re-locks your doors from 0.2 miles away
- Infiniti Personal Assistant™ — a personal concierge for almost any request you can imagine
- By simply saying “Agent” you will be connected to a live Infiniti agent to assist you

VEHICLE MONITORING

Monitor the location of your vehicle, even when others are behind the wheel.
- Drive Zone: set boundaries and receive notifications of your vehicle’s movement in and out of designated regions
- Max Speed Alert: set a maximum threshold and even specify date/time parameters
- Personalize your notification preferences — email, text, or phone — to provide peace of mind

INFINITI PERSONAL ASSISTANT™

EMERGENCY CALL

REMOTE DOOR LOCK/UNLOCK

MAX SPEED ALERT

DRIVE ZONE

MAINTENANCE ALERT

MY SCHEDULE
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When your Infiniti’s technology not only serves your needs, but anticipates them, a perfect synergy arises between driver and vehicle. Infiniti Connection™ provides an exceptional range of services seamlessly integrated to provide security and reassurance, and conveniently link your business and personal life to your driving experience. It’s innovation for your comfort and confidence, and transforms the possibilities of a luxury vehicle.

**AUTOMATIC COLLISION NOTIFICATION**
Immediately responds in the event of an accident in which your vehicle’s air bags deploy.
- Instantly transmits a signal to a response center with vehicle information and location to assist first responders in locating you
- A live Response Specialist is on the line to communicate with you and notify the proper authorities
- If an emergency occurs in which the air bags haven’t deployed, simply press the SOS button in the overhead console to be immediately connected with a Response Specialist

**MY SCHEDULE—FEATURING GOOGLE CALENDAR™**
Of course your Infiniti will take you to your appointments swiftly, comfortably and safely, but now it will help you organize them.
- Allows you to plan your engagements by providing in-vehicle access to your personal Google Calendar
- Download and integrate with the vehicle Navigation System for directions to your destinations
- View your calendar on the screen or have your Infiniti read your appointments aloud

**VEHICLE MONITORING**
Monitor the location of your vehicle, even when others are behind the wheel.
- Use Drive Zone to set boundaries and receive notifications of your vehicle’s movement in and out of designated regions
- Use Max Speed Alert to set a maximum threshold and even specify date/time parameters
- Personalize your notification preferences—email, text, or phone—to provide peace of mind

**INFINITI CONNECTION VOICE MENU**
A powerful hands-free system that allows you to engage several Infiniti Connection features, including:
- Roadside Assistance—for non-emergency incidents that require towing or third-party response
- Destination Assistance—find and download destination information through the Infiniti Connection Response Center
- Valet Alert, which automatically 0.2-mile preset Drive Zone radius
- **Infiniti Personal Assistant™**—a personal concierge for almost any request you can imagine
- Or by simply saying “Agent” you will be connected to a live Infiniti agent to assist you

**YOUR SAFETY, YOUR SERVICE, YOUR SCHEDULE—SIMPLIFIED.**
A COMPLETE TECHNOLOGICAL CONNECTION IN LESS THAN FIVE MINUTES.

We took care of the engineering—all you have to do is enroll. Activating your Infiniti Connection™ system is a very simple process, and can be performed at your Infiniti Retailer right now, or on your personal computer at home.

- Access the Infiniti Owners Portal at www.infiniticonnection.com
- Select Register and enter your information.
- Click on Add Vehicle and add your Infiniti Connection-equipped vehicle to your Garage.
- Enter the Vehicle Identification Number and create a vehicle name of your choice.
- Now you can select your vehicle from your garage and click on Infiniti Connection. Select Continue Enrollment on the new screen.
- Confirm your personal information, make any necessary changes, select your notification preferences, create a PIN, and identify an emergency contact.
- Select complimentary trial or a package that best suits you.
- Read and accept the Infiniti Connection Terms and Conditions.
- Congratulations, your enrollment is now complete. You are now ready to enjoy the peace of mind that comes with Infiniti Connection.

VISIT THE INFINITI CONNECTION VIDEO LIBRARY, AND EXPERIENCE HOW THIS INCREDIBLY INNOVATIVE SYSTEM WILL TAKE YOUR SAFETY, SECURITY AND DAILY CONVENIENCE TO A LEVEL THAT IS TRULY EXCEPTIONAL.

www.infiniticonnection.com

Infiniti Connection Customer Care 1-800-334-7858

Your VIN number

Google Calendar is a trademark of Google, Inc. Always wear your seat belt, and please don’t drink and drive.
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